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WELCOME TO NATIONAL  
CONVERSATION WEEK. 
Here at Paymentshield we’ve always believed in the power of 
conversation, never more so than right now. 

This year we’ve seen the world change in ways that have brought loss, 
worry and financial hardship to many. This has meant that in a time when 
we’ve been forced apart, the power of a conversation with another 
person, no matter how brief has become even more apparent. 

That’s why, this year, more than ever we’re proud supporters of National 
Conversation Week and doing everything we can to encourage 
conversation, especially around mental health and financial matters.



In a recent YouGov survey, 38% of people admitted that finance is 
one of their biggest worries. However, only half of those surveyed 
have ever reviewed their finances with a professional. 

It’s for this reason we believe it’s so important National 
Conversation Week tackles the lack of conversation around our 
financial situation and the value of proper advice.

One of the ways we’re supporting National 
Conversation Week is the creation of a guide 
to help support people during tough times.  If 
you’d like to share the guide with your clients, 
you can download it from the official National 
Conversation Week website: 
www.nationalconversationweek.co.uk

TALKING
GETTING PEOPLE

You can join in the conversation on social 
media #NatConvWeek and follow  
@NatConvWeek on Twitter.  





Too often, home insurance is seen as 
a necessary evil, rather than an easy 
way for people to protect their worldly 
goods. So, it’s hardly surprising that 
consumers head to online comparison 
sites for the cheapest deals. 
Unfortunately, this high-risk strategy 
can also prove costly when it comes to 
making a claim.

YOU DON’T 
KNOW WHAT 
YOU’RE 
MISSING 



Richard Hall has been a mortgage adviser for over 20 years 
now and is worried by the amount of choice flooding in the 
market and how overwhelming it can be for clients. GI is a 
significant part of his Mortgage Hall business in Garforth, 
Leeds and he is convinced that his clients need his help now 
more than ever. “GI brings great commission opportunities 
for advisers”, he observes, “but that’s only part of it. What’s 
more important is that it’s in the best interest of consumers.”

Richard is the first to admit that the mortgage is always the 
main priority for his clients, but doesn’t accept it has to stop 
there. On the contrary, he believes it is his duty to support 
them in any way he can. “There are so many people who go 
direct for GI products and don’t know what they’re doing”, 
he says. “They’re choosing the cheapest policies, but it’s not 
covering them for everything they need.” 

He is very aware that some advisers see GI as not worth their 
time and as a result that consumers don’t see the worth in 
getting advice. Personally, he can’t understand why anyone 
would consider free professional advice as surplus to 
requirements. “I actually use a broker myself for products I’m 
not familiar with”, he admits, “Even my car insurance. I don’t 
think it’s worth taking any chances. We should be passing 
on this same message to consumers. I know there are a lot 
of options out there with comparison sites, but nobody ever 
gets good advice from a meerkat and that’s where they fall 
down.”

PUSHING AGAINST AN                             
OPEN DOOR 
What’s interesting, is that it isn’t hard 
for mortgage advisers to pursue GI 
sales. Generally speaking, they have a 
ready-made client base and a captive 

audience once the mortgage sale has been completed. All it 
needs is a conversation. 

“Once the mortgage has been agreed I speak to them about 
GI. I put a quote in the mortgage confirmation email and if I 
don’t hear back, I follow it up with a phone call.”
Many of Richard’s clients are first-time buyers, which he 
believes is all the more reason to help out. “I speak to a lot 
of people who are only 18,19 or 20 years old”, he explains. 
“They need a lot of hand-holding through the process 
because it’s not something they’ve ever done before. That’s 
not a bad thing – to be honest, I don’t think I knew much 
myself at that age – and in a lot of ways it makes the process 
easier, because they want help and advice.”

WORKING WITH PAYMENTSHIELD
Richard has worked with Paymentshield since he first started 
writing mortgage business back in 1995. His experience has 
always been good, but he has seen plenty of changes along 
the way, which have helped to strengthen the relationship 
and develop his business. 

Richard acknowledges, “There are probably advisers out 
there who don’t use Paymentshield based on price, because 
they don’t realise how much it’s improved. But it’s much 
more competitive now and I’d strongly recommend they 
give it another try. Plus, what they have to offer is excellent.” 

In Richard’s experience, when a home insurance policy 
comes in at less than £30 a month, his clients are generally 
happy – especially if they know the benefits are strong. And 
although it depends on the individual case, he finds that 
Paymentshield usually comes through for his clients. “It’s 
an extremely good policy for the majority of clients”, he 
confirms. “The price and benefits are spot on, and I find that 

my retention rates are really good too, which makes a big 
difference. It means my renewal rates are building up month 
on month.”

These details all give Richard confidence that he’s working 
with the right provider and make his life much 
easier. “The fact that I’m picking up the level of 
business I am, shows how well they’re doing” 
he remarks. “The service is very good too. I get 
regular visits from the business development 
manager and all the support I need from 
the advisers over the phone. To be honest, 
everything runs smoothly.”

SEEING THE BIGGER PICTURE
Richard has seen his GI business increase a lot over the 
years, to the point where it is now a substantial part of 
his income. But he is convinced there’s still room for 
improvement – especially while there are clients out there 
who are taking chances on their own.

“I believe as an adviser, you should be protecting your 
clients for everything. That’s why the mortgage, the GI and 
the protection all come as a package with me. I think it’s 
really important to look at the bigger picture – not just from 
a business perspective, but because that’s what’s best for 
the client.” 

When asked why other advisers overlook GI, he doesn’t 
believe the reasons they have hold up. Aside from the duty 
of care element, which is being ignored, he concludes 
that they mustn’t realise the size of the opportunity. “I earn 
£12,000 in my annual GI renewals alone”, he muses. “I think 
that’s a significant sum for very little effort. I don’t mind 
you quoting me on that figure, because I don’t think some 
advisers realise what they’re missing out on!”

CASE STUDY



At Paymentshield, we want to make your 
conversations easier and we believe 
technology should help you have more 
conversations rather than replace them. 

CONVERSATIONS
MAKING YOUR

EASIER

To support your GI conversations, we’ve partnered with 
Defaqto - the UK’s leading independent financial research 
company - and made it easier to demonstrate the value of 
our 5 Star rated Home Insurance and Landlords Insurance.

Visit www.paymentshieldadvisers.co.uk/compare to select 
which insurance products you’d like to compare against 
our 5 Star rated policies.

of advisers we recently 
surveyed say they 
‘sometimes’ struggle 
to engage clients in 
a conversation about    
general insurance

40%





The chances are if your client hasn’t
reviewed their insurance cover in a while 
you might even be able to find them cover 
that more effectively meets their needs 
as well as potentially saving them a little 
money which would cover the cost of any 
cancellation fees incurred when switching 
from their existing policy.



ASK: WHAT ARE YOUR BIGGEST 
FINANCIAL CONCERNS? 
A client is likely to have one issue on their mind, such as 
can they get a mortgage but it’s a good idea to get them to 
open up about their overall financial situation and find out 
what’s worrying them the most. Getting them to think about 
the ‘big picture’ will help you to provide holistic advice for 
the long term, which includes general insurance and can 
really help them to see the value of your advice. 

16% of people have no type of insurance cover

ASK: HOW CAN I HELP?
There’s lots of people worried about their financial situation 
and the reality is they’ll be thinking about reviewing their 
outgoings to see where they can save money. This could 
leave them in a worrying situation because, without advice 
customers may buy policies that don’t meet their needs.

This is why it’s a good idea to start reaching out to customers 
now to offer your services as a financial expert. Why not offer 
to provide them with a review of their financial situation 
and see where you can help. The likelihood is, they may 
appreciate you pointing out where they could improve their 
financial situation, or their circumstances may have changed, 
for example, more children, new valuables, extended home 
etc. Plus,they may have existing financial products which 
would benefit from a review to check they still meet the 
client’s needs.

ASK: WOULD YOU LIKE ME TO SAVE 
YOU TIME? 
Let’s face it, no one really enjoys arranging their insurance, 
which is one reason why people end up online, because it’s 
supposed to be quicker. However, the real time saver is you 
sorting their insurance for them. Plus, you’ll be able to make 
sure the cover they’re getting is actually the cover that they 
need.

26% of people said it took them between two and six 
days to arrange their own insurance

ASK: WHEN’S YOUR REMORTGAGE 
DUE? 
With people unable to go out house hunting at the moment 
and lenders starting to withdraw products you can’t rely on 
new house purchases to keep the business coming in.

So, now’s the time to proactively reach out to your past 
mortgage clients and see if you can help them with 
their remortgage or product transfer arrangements. 
Even though some lenders aren’t proceeding with 
remortgages at the moment you can still start the 
conversation and prepare a pipeline of business for when 
things start to get back to normal. At the same time as 
reaching out to customers to help with their remortgage 
needs you’ll also have an opportunity to review the 
clients existing GI as well. In fact, now, more than ever, 

you should be having a conversation with these clients 
about their Home Insurance and Mortgage Protection 
needs. We know this is a conversation that’s often 
overlooked.

If you’ve got customers who you haven’t already sold 
GI to now’s the time to reach out to them to see if you 
can help. A conversation about their up coming home 
insurance renewal could lead to a wider review of their 
financial situation and even a referral to friends and 
family. On the subject of insurance, explain to your clients 
how switching to a 5 Star Defaqto rated policy could offer 
them improved benefits over their exiting cover and use 
our Defaqto Compare tool to back up your advice.

ASK: DID YOU HEAR ABOUT? 
When discussing the benefits of a policy, including any 
optional extras, it’s likely to have more impact if you have 
some examples to refer to. This can be your own experience 
or the experience of other clients. On the Paymentshield 
website there’s several written and video case studies to 
help explain why the right advice on home insurance is so 
important. 

56% of people who had previously used a financial 
adviser for their mortgage would like to be contacted 
by an adviser when it’s time to renew their mortgage

Here’s some ideas 
around questions you 
could ask to help get the 
conversation flowing 
about general insurance. 

OTHER QUESTIONS TO ASK



ASK: HOW DO I SET MYSELF APART 
FROM COMPARISON SITES?
A major advantage you have over a comparison site 
is the human interaction, you can easily read a client’s 
verbal cues and react to any stress and anxiety they 
may exhibit when discussing their finances. By making 
a client feel supported, understood and taking the time 
to listen to their situation, the chances are you’ll build a 
more trusting, stronger relationship.

ASK: WHAT’S GOING ON 
RIGHT NOW
Make your communications about GI 
relevant to the time of year. In Winter 
discuss how adding home emergency 
to their home insurance policy can help 
protect against a boiler breaking down. 
For example, right now with more of us 
spending nearly all our time at home unfortunately 
accidents are more likely to occur so it can be a good 
idea to consider optional accidental damage cover. 

ASK: WHEN IS THE CLIENT’S 
RENEWAL DUE?  
Having the knowledge of when your client’s renewal is 
due gives you the chance to start up a conversation at 
the right moment. An easy way to track this is by using 
Adviser Hub which gives greater insight into when your 
clients are due to renew or who’ve cancelled with client 
specific information.

ASK: HOW CAN I IMPROVE THE 
CLIENT EXPERIENCE? 
Make it fun, relatable and relevant. Take the time to 
get to know your client and don’t be afraid to chat to 
them on a personal level. Obviously, you still need to 
be professional but there’s no reason you can’t use your 
personality as well as your know-how. Find out if they 
have children or pets, and what hobbies do they have. 
Finding out about these facts will give you a better 
understanding of what they require from their home 
insurance. It’ll also help to build a relationship that’ll 
mean they only want to do business with you. 

ASK: HAVE I CONSIDERED EVERY 
OPPORTUNITY?  
With new mortgage business slowing down, now’s the 
time to proactively reach out to your past mortgage
clients and see if you can help them with their 
remortgage or product transfer arrangements and look 
at their insurance and protection arrangements at the 
same time.

QUESTIONS TO ASK 
YOURSELF

of advisers who of advisers who 
responded to our recent responded to our recent 
survey said they feel survey said they feel price price 
comparison websitescomparison websites are  are 
the biggest threat to the the biggest threat to the 
adviser marketadviser market

53%





Some say they don’t have the time, others worry about 
the earning potential and online competition. Then 
there are those who simply aren’t confident selling the 
products. But the truth is, when advisers decide to add 
GI to their portfolio, they rarely look back.

Mortgage Advice Bureau Network Partner Scotland 
(MAB) is a prime example. Despite writing over 1,000 
mortgages a year, its GI turnover was, until recently, 
barely in double figures. Greig Brown is the Senior 
Training and Performance Manager at MAB and 
improving GI sales was one 
of the first projects he was 
involved in after joining the 
company in March 2017. 

Greig explains, “Buildings 
insurance is a legal 
requirement of owning a 
property, yet there was little 
emphasis on helping clients 
to source this product, 
hence the decision to bring in Paymentshield.”

PRESENTING THE OPPORTUNITY
David Wright went along on behalf of Paymentshield, 
armed with a presentation that highlighted some 
significant GI opportunities. Prior to visiting MAB, David 
and Kay did a complete SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, threats) analysis of the business, looking 
at the back-end figures as well as mapping predications 
and income projections. As a result, the content was 
tailored specifically to MAB.

Having looked at the stats presented, Dominic Taddei, 
the company’s director, was in agreement with David and 
Kay that employing a GI specialist would be beneficial 
for the company. “It’s an idea that had been on my mind 
for many years. We now have more than 30 advisers 

with multiple lead sources, which presents a huge 
opportunity for GI. Seeing the presentation and the 
income projections from David and Kay confirmed that it 
was the right thing to do – especially when they offered 
to support us with the training.”

A GOOD TEACHER MAKES ALL 
THE DIFFERENCE
Freya Tetley was appointed to lead as the GI specialist 
in August 2017 but still lacked the sufficient knowledge. 

“David, from Paymentshield, 
was incredibly helpful”, 
she recalls. “He talked me 
through everything to do 
with the product and the 
different benefits, but also 
the process of speaking to 
clients, objection handling 
and what to expect. He also 
showed me how to sell using 
statistics, which I found really 

useful and I still use the technique to this day.”

David spent two full days going through the product 
details with Freya and how to approach selling GI. 
This helped to take a lot of pressure off Greig, who 
was able to focus on other aspects of his role, such as 
network access and compliance authorisation. David 
also arranged role plays and practice calls, providing 
extensive feedback on both. “This enabled me to see 
what I was doing well and the aspects of the process 
I needed to improve on”, Freya added. “I could not 
fault the level and quality of the training and support 
provided by David and his team.” 

Within only a few weeks, thanks to the training and 
support from Paymentshield, Freya was up and running, 
advising on and selling products to MAB clients. 

CASE STUDY

There are many 
reasons why mortgage 
firms struggle to write 
more GI business.

SUPPORTING 
THE GI 
CONVERSATION 



PUTTING IT ALL INTO PRACTICE
Freya found the transition from her initial training to taking 
calls very easy. “By the time I started talking to customers, I 
was very comfortable. I remember David encouraged me not 
to go into conversations with any assumptions. This definitely 
helped, because every conversation is so different. Some 
people want a lot of detail, while others don’t require as 
much information – so you have to be open-minded.”

“Being a specialist definitely helps”, Freya explained. “It 
means that I have a high level of product knowledge and a 
greater degree of focus, which helps to provide a tailored 
service to clients.” 

Due to MAB’s client database across the UK, as well as 
partnerships with letting agents predominantly in Scotland, 
there’s no shortage of work for Freya. Already, the number 
of GI cases that she is writing, far outweighs anything the 
business has seen previously. “It’s still early days”, admits 
Greig, “but compared to the 34 GI cases we wrote in 2016, 
we wrote 153 in 2017 and 115 of those are since September 
when Freya started making calls.” 

Additionally, having a GI specialist gives advisers one less 
thing to think about. “Having a GI specialist frees up the 
adviser’s time and allows them to focus on mortgages”, 
Greig explains. “Those 15 minutes here and half hours there 
all add up. The fact that we can now offer a complete service 
to clients is a real positive. Plus, it gives us an opportunity to 
talk about other products and services, such as wills. With 
mortgages, we might only speak to clients every two, three 
or five years, but GI gives us another touch point. It means 
we can speak to them every year, check they’re OK and 
strengthen the relationship.” 

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Since David supported Freya with her initial training, he has 
been back into the office every few weeks to offer additional 
help and support. He talks her through the numbers, 

updates her on her progress and looks at specific areas 
which she could improve in. Freya believes that this has been 
instrumental in helping her grow into the role. “The ongoing 
support I get from David is great. His charismatic personality 
always makes it interesting and it makes a difference 
knowing that Paymentshield are there to help.”

With plans to grow the adviser team to 50 or more within the 
next year, MAB’s ambitious growth plans mean that there are 
many more GI leads on the horizon for Freya. Judging by the 
forecasted statistics provided by Paymentshield in their initial 
presentation, Dominic’s ambition for a team of GI advisers 
seems plausible. 

Greig agrees that this is only the beginning of MAB’s GI 
story. “It’s fair to say that Freya knows the product and the 
proposition inside out. Even though it’s only been a few 
months, I see her role as very much a permanent fixture. My 
vision is that it becomes a small business within our business. 
I can see us adding to the team in the not too distant future 
with Freya possibly managing that team. It’s exciting times 
and I can’t thank Paymentshield enough!”

of advisers who 
responded to a 
Paymentshield survey said 
they ‘Agree’ or ‘Strongly 
Agree’ that GI is a good 
source of income

67%



All survey results, unless otherwise stated, are from Paymentshield’s adviser survey. Total sample size was 215. Fieldwork was undertaken in March 2020. The survey was            
carried out online.
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THANK YOU for your 
interest in National 
Conversation Week 2020: 
we hope we’ve inspired you 
to take more time to talk 
about general insurance! 


